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Speech comprehension in normal hearing individuals is an 
impressively robust cognitive faculty that can resist to important 
distortions of the original speech signal. 

Saberi & Perrott, Nature, 1999: Cognitive restoration of 
reversed speech. Speech intelligibility is resistant to significant 
time-reversal.

In the current work, we addressed the issue of identifying the 
electrophysiological correlates of online speech distortion detection 
and repair in the context of auditory sentence comprehension.

ERP Results

Results show that two main markers are associated with the detection and 
repair of a transient acoustic distortion occurring in an auditory word. 

i) A fronto-central negative wave peaking around 180 ms, identified as a 
mismatch negativity (MMN)

ii) A late centro-parietal positive wave (P600)

Behaviour to ERPs correlation revealed reliable correlation between  
amplitude of the P600 component and the size of temporal reversion, 
which was not the case for the MMN component. 

Our results suggest an important role for cognitive mechanisms reflected in 
the MMN during natural speech comprehension. They could participate 
in the detection of transient acoustical perturbations and trigger needed 
reconstruction processes.

Mismatch Negativity: No Difference between reversion conditions

Late P600/N600 Complex: Main effect of reversion size

ERPs – Behavior Correlation:

Materials and Methods

- MMN: Early (180ms) Automatic detection of acoustic deviation 
- P600: Later (600 ms) Reconstruction positivity after structural violations  

• 65 Electrodes ERP recordings 
• 16 Subjects included in analyses
• 160 sentences - target words
• Sentential position of target words balanced (Noun 1, 2 or 3)
• Statistical Analysis in early and late time-windows

Behavioral Results

Discussion and Conclusion

Task: Free-field Auditory sentence comprehension task 
Rate of correct target words repetition

Condition R0 R0.5 R1 R1.5

Reversion along 
temporal axis

Control First half 
syllable

First syllable First and a 
half syllable

Rate of correctly repeated words against reversion size and 
sentence position of target word
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